Words to Know: Should Your Parents Track Your Location?

1. **consent (n)**: agreement, permission, or approval
   • **example**: The school required written consent from parents for students to go on the field trip.

2. **cyberbullying (n)**: the use of electronic devices (such as cell phones or computers) to send threatening or intimidating messages
   • **example**: Victims of cyberbullying become increasingly fearful of checking their email and social media accounts.

3. **GPS (n)**: short for *global positioning system*, a worldwide navigation system that uses satellite signals to pinpoint locations on Earth's surface
   • **example**: A find-my-phone app can help you find a lost device by using GPS to indicate its current location on a map.

4. **mutual (adj)**: equally felt, experienced, or shared by two or more people at the same time
   • **example**: The athletes’ mutual admiration helped them play better as a team.

5. **resentful (adj)**: feeling or expressing bitterness or anger at having been treated unfairly
   • **example**: Molly was resentful that she had to go to bed while her older brother got to stay up to watch the rest of the baseball game.

---

**Directions**: Use the space below to list any other words from this article whose definitions you’re unsure about. For each word, use context clues to try to figure out the meaning. Then look up the word in a few different dictionaries. Write a definition for each word below and one example sentence.